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W ith a focus on HIV/AIDS prevention, this com- 
mentary discusses the marginalization of migrant sex 
workers' right to health by both the state and non-govern- 
mental organizations (NGOs) in South Korea (henceforth 
"Korea"). It first examines how state policy on migrant 
workers and migrant entertainers, in the sex industry in par- 
ticular, engenders human rights violations on multiple 
fronts. It then explores how relevant NGOs fail to intervene 
because of both ideological and practical preoccupations. 
The avid concern of anti-prostitution NGOs to position mi- 
grant women as "victims of trafficking," together with the 
lack of intervention from HIV/AIDS NGOs and migrant- 
workers NGOs, effectively ignores the health needs of these 
women, relegating them to the "regulation and deporta- 
tion" approach of the government, exacerbating their vul- 
nerability, and violating their basic rights to health infor- 
mation and services. In order for HIV/AIDS interventions to 
be integrated into NGO advocacy and state policy for 
migrant sex workers, it is essential that both NGOs and the 
state adopt a rights-based approach to sex work, migrant 
issues, and HIV/AIDS for both Koreans and non-Koreans. 
This analysis draws in part on the author's fieldwork 
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research with Filipina entertainers in U.S. military camp 
towns in South Korea (kichich'on) in 1998-2001. 

Filipina Entertainers and Migrant Workers in Korea 
Since 1996, the Korea Special Tourism Association 

(KSTA), formed by kichich'on club owners, has arranged for 
foreign women entertainers to work in kichich'on clubs. 
U.S. military forces have been stationed in Korea since the 
Korean War (1950-53) as part of a policy to contain commu- 
nism. The United States Forces in Korea (USFK) currently 
has a force of 37,000 troops. The military presence has cre- 
ated a demand for female company and sexual services 
around the bases, particularly clubs with female enter- 
tainers. In the 1990s, Korea's rapid, two-decade economic 
advancement led to a shortage of Korean women willing to 
serve these soldiers because of the stigma attached to the 
work as well as its relatively low income. To fill these va- 
cancies, foreign women were brought in legally on "arts and 
entertainment" (E-6) visas.' Their contract period is usually 
for one year and most of them leave after the contract period 
ends. The number of Filipina entertainers in 1999 was esti- 
mated at 600.2 

Foreign entertainers enter Korea within the larger con- 
text of labor importation to fill vacancies in "dirty, dan- 
gerous, and difficult" jobs abandoned by Korean nationals. 
Since 1993, foreign laborers have entered Korea for legal em- 
ployment via the government's "industrial trainee system" 
(on D-3 visas).3 These trainees get less than half the wages 
of their Korean counterparts, cannot join unions, and have 
no insurance coverage. Many trainees eventually stay in 
Korea illegally, leading to abuses by both employers and the 
state, which regularly perpetrates raids on illegal immi- 
grants and deports them. In 2003, about 300,000 migrant la- 
borers, or 80% of the total migrant laborers in Korea, were 
illegally employed.4 After much lobbying and debate in the 
legislature, the Korean government finally moved to replace 
the industrial trainee system with a work permit system. To 
begin in August of 2004, this work permit system will grant 
foreign workers the same labor rights as Koreans.5 These re- 
forms will not benefit entertainers (E-6 visa holders), who 
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are considered a distinct immigration category in spite of 
the similarities of their structural conditions to that of other 
migrant workers. 

"Entertainers" in kichich'on are frequently assumed to 
be "prostitutes" because of the sexually ambiguous nature 
of the clubs. It is important to note that these entertainers 
do not necessarily engage in sexual intercourse with their 
customers. They provide company to a customer for the 
price of a "ladies' drink" (an overpriced beverage at $10 US 
dollars). Customers may bring a woman into the "VIP 
room" (a private room in the club) with her consent, or they 
may pay a "bar fine" to take a woman outside the facilities. 
Whatever happens in the VIP room or on a "bar fine" outing 
is subject to negotiation between the woman and the cus- 
tomer-or, in the words of many Filipina entertainers, "it's 
up to you." As migrants and entertainers, these Filipinas 
enjoy little protection of their rights as laborers; seizure of 
passports, withholding salaries, and arbitrary penalties are 
all common. Yet these migrant women know of no formal 
channels of redress for such abuses. 

From the entertainer's perspective, the number of reg- 
ular customers she has often translates into increased mate- 
rial and social support. The rhetoric of love is heavily de- 
ployed in the clubs by both the entertainers and the cus- 
tomers, each for their own purposes. Distinction between 
customers and boyfriends becomes blurry in the process, 
and the exchange of money and sex frequently takes place 
within the paradigm of romance rather than commerce. 
This often gives the women greater leverage in negotiations 
with customers, empowering them as they deploy the ro- 
mantic ideology to delay or avoid sex and to extract money 
from boyfriends in the name of love. On the other hand, 
however, this ideology can often be a compromising condi- 
tion for the women, particularly in terms of condom use be- 
cause of the "trust" associated with romantic love. 

Mandatory STD/HIV Tests 
As of September 2003, Korea had a low HIV prevalence 

rate of 0.01 %, or 2,405 HIV/AIDS cases out of the total pop- 
ulation of 47,000,000.6 HIV/AIDS has been consistently por- 
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trayed in the Korean media as a "foreign disease" contracted 
from foreigners and spread domestically by homosexuals and 
prostitutes. Such representations are also found in govern- 
ment reports and policy. For example, the National Institute 
of Health continues to distinguish between "domestic infec- 
tion" of HIV and "overseas infection" of HIV in their statis- 
tics (though domestic infection overtook overseas infection 
in 1994).7 Both foreigners who reside in Korea for more than 
a year and foreign entertainers entering Korea need to prove 
their HIV status; those found to be HIV-positive are deported. 

The presumption that foreigners are sources of HIV in- 
fection has resulted in increased surveillance of migrant 
workers. Since 1994, migrant workers have been required to 
take an obligatory HIV test upon arrival.8 Test administra- 
tion, however, appears to have been lax: In 2000, a legislator 
brought attention to the fact that many foreign entertainers 
entered Korea without the requisite certification of their 
negative HIV status.9 In the wake of the extensive media 
coverage of this allegation, the measure was reinforced, and 
all Filipinas now entering Korea on an E-6 visa are required 
to get a medical certificate attesting to their HIV status. 

Though prostitution is illegal in Korea, mandatory STD 
(and eventually HIV) testing of women registered as "busi- 
ness girls" was introduced for kichich'on women in 1971 
(under the joint supervision of the Korean government and 
the USFK)-a policy implemented not for the women's wel- 
fare but rather for the benefit of the Korea-US relationship 
by keeping American soldiers healthy.10 Mandatory testing 
for STDs and other infectious diseases was soon extended 
nationwide in 1977 to all women engaged in the "pleasure 
industry" (mainly bars and clubs) and subsequently to all 
men and women involved in lodging, sauna, catering, and 
beauty industries. HIV testing of prostitutes was first intro- 
duced in October of 1986.1" It is important to note that 
STD/HIV regulation of women in kichich'on has been much 
stricter than in other parts of Korea, both because of the se- 
curity issues involved and the tight, coordinated organiza- 
tion of women in kichich'on.12 Therefore, even though the 
health ID system (under which all individuals subject to the 
regular health tests were required to carry an ID that speci- 
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fied their test status and results) was "abolished" in 1999 on 
human rights grounds, it continued to apply to women in 
kichich'on. 13 

In the kichich'on STD/HIV regulation regime, foreign 
women are objects of surveillance rather than subjects with 
rights to health information and services. Clinic staff speak 
only Korean. Very few of the Filipinas know what tests are 
being administered. While treatment for STDs is provided 
free of charge, unlike their Korean counterparts they are not 
given any information on STD/HIV prevention, safer sex or 
contraception.'4 The information these women have most 
commonly comes from those around them: co-workers and 
boyfriends. Many club owners refrain from providing con- 
doms, as it would implicate them in the stigmatized and il- 
legal business of prostitution. Any condom use appears to be 
initiated by the clients; no Filipinas I met with actively pur- 
chased condoms. Furthermore, as with Korean kichich'on 
women, Filipinas enjoy neither access to information nor 
privacy rights as patients: their health registration cards are 
processed in Korean (which means they do not understand 
the records) and club owners are informed of any STDs the 
women have contracted (by keeping these cards after each 
checkup). 

In guarding national borders against the AIDS epidemic, 
the Korean state regulates these foreign women with 
mandatory testing, provides no health education or coun- 
seling, and has the easy option of deportation if they test 
positive for HIV. These measures are thus designed to pro- 
tect the state. These conditions epitomize the situation 
both for migrant workers and sex workers in Korea: human 
rights violations by the Korean state seriously exacerbate 
the vulnerability of women in kichich'on-particularly in 
relation to STD/HIV. 

And yet, curiously enough, no NGO has addressed 
these violations. 

The NGOs 
For the most part, NGOs run by Korean nationals have 

led the way in advocacy and research on Filipina enter- 
tainers; however, HIV/AIDS education and prevention for 
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these women has never appeared on their agendas.15 
Logically, the NGOs working independently in various rel- 
evant areas-kichich'on prostitution, HIV/AIDS, migrant 
workers-could form an alliance that would potentially 
create an empowering environment for these migrant sex 
workers in Korea. The absence, however, of any collabora- 
tive or independent effort to recognize these migrants' right 
to health exposes certain assumptions by these various ac- 
tors about gender, ethnicity, and sex work. 

Kichich'on Prostitution NGOs 
Korean women's NGOs working on the issue of foreign 

women in kichich'on have consistently identified these 
women as "victims of [sex] trafficking."116 These NGOs have 
invoked a nationalist-feminist critique of prostitution. 
According to them, foreign entertainers are not only victims 
of militarism, capitalism and patriarchy (as is the case, they 
believe, with Korean kichich'on women), but also of global- 
ization. This stance corresponds to the prominence of the 
anti-trafficking discourse that emerged at the 1995 Beijing 
Women's Conference. This ideological premise prioritizes the 
rescue of sex workers and the abolition of prostitution over 
these women's need for health information and services. 

In the women's movement of Korea, the total absence 
of a discourse on sex workers' rights precludes any approach 
based on the right to health in NGO advocacy or services. 
The victim paradigm, which emphasizes the women's pow- 
erlessness, presumes that the need to "stop trafficking" is of 
paramount importance and attempts to do so by exposing 
abusive conditions through published reports and interna- 
tional lobbying. There is no critique in this paradigm of the 
mandatory STD/HIV tests and deportation, or the absence 
of health education for foreign entertainers, or suggestions 
to rectify these violations of migrants' right to health. The 
limited services provided by these NGOs are directed only 
at runaways and do not include women in the clubs. There 
is no rights-based analysis of a woman's health or working 
conditions. 

The victim paradigm embraced by these NGOs poses an 
ideological obstacle to effective intervention: Since the goal 
is to halt the migration of women into prostitution, sugges- 
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tions to improve their working conditions are readily 
equated with condoning prostitution and trafficking and are 
thus considered objectionable. From her study of sex 
workers and NGOs in the Philippines, Lisa Law has argued 
that HIV/AIDS intervention projects are shaped by assump- 
tions about women's agency. Through collaboration with 
international HIV/AIDS organizations, for instance, a "sex 
worker subject" emerged in the Philippines out of an urgent 
concern to empower women to protect themselves against 
HIV/AIDS.17 The result was the formation of a rights-based 
approach to HIV/AIDS advocacy. 

In Korea, however, none of these preconditions have 
been available. The victim paradigm predominates. There is 
no transnational collaboration between Korean NGOs and 
foreign agencies with a strong HIV/AIDS or sex workers' 
rights agenda. And a general lack of HIV/AIDS awareness 
persists, from which feminist-nationalist activists are not 
exempt. These factors combine to limit the ability of these 
NGOs to intervene in reducing migrant sex workers' vul- 
nerability to HIV/AIDS. 

HIV/AIDS NGOs 
The two main national HIV/AIDS NGOs in Korea have 

focused on illegal migrant workers, virtually excluding for- 
eign entertainers in kichich'on who enter the country 
legally and receive regular STD/HIV testing from their ac- 
tivities.'8 Concerns that the large population of illegal mi- 
grants could constitute a serious health threat prompted 
local governments and NGOs to act. Free health checkups 
are now provided for migrant workers (legal and illegal) by 
some government and Red Cross clinics in areas where a 
large number of migrants reside (e.g., Incheon and Ansan, 
two main industrial areas).19 Free condoms are distributed 
and HIV/AIDS pamphlets are now published in foreign lan- 
guages.20 These services and information, however, have not 
benefited foreign entertainers in kichich'on, who constitute 
a fraction of the migrant population and undergo mandatory 
testing in different clinics because of their location.21 

The lack of activism in kichich'on on the part of 
HIV/AIDS NGOs may also be understood within the per- 
ceived impenetrable "foreignness" of the space, a situation 
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arising from the contested sovereignty over kichich'on be- 
tween the Korean government and the USFK. This "foreign- 
ness" discourages efforts on the part of NGOs to extend 
their HIV/AIDS education for Korean sex workers to foreign 
entertainers; it also perpetuates the lack of understanding 
about the situation in kichich'on and the need for 
HIV/AIDS services there.22 As one activist claimed, "The 
women are not interested and do not like any talk about 
AIDS. "23 

The spatial and social marginality of kichich'on enter- 
tainers, together with the fact that they are forced to un- 
dergo mandatory testing, has resulted in a lack of attention 
on the part of HIV/AIDS organizations, leaving any 
HIV/AIDS-related interventions solely within the purview 
of the state. 

The Migrant Workers Movement 
Since its inception in the mid-1990s, the migrant 

workers' movement has focused on repealing the exploita- 
tive industrial trainee system in both Korean-led alliances 
and migrant-run organizations.24 While this movement has 
made calls for equal pay, medical insurance, and the right 
to join a union as part of their demands for workers' rights, 
no appeals have been made against mandatory HIV/AIDS 
testing and deportation. Entertainers occupy a marginal 
space in the movement because they are not industrial 
trainees. Furthermore, the entertainers, who are in Korea 
usually for the contract period of one year, see little rele- 
vance in the migrant workers' rights movement to their 
lives. They see in their co-workers and customers a more 
concrete and effective network of support than the remote 
struggle for migrant workers' rights. There is little motiva- 
tion for either side to attempt to weld greater solidarity. 

Entertainers are rarely mentioned in migrant workers' 
meetings and statements except in rhetorical protests against 
"trafficking" and "prostitution"-as in a statement objecting 
to young women being "beaten and then forced into prostitu- 
tion in brothels near the US military bases."25 These migrant 
NGOs have made no policy suggestions and have provided no 
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services that cater to the specific needs of the entertainers, 
not to mention the lack of any attempts to support the em- 
powerment of these entertainers as they work for HIV/AIDS 
prevention. In fact, the central distinction here-between mi- 
grant workers who demand their rights and powerless women 
in prostitution who need to be rescued-precludes any recog- 
nition of sex work as "labor," rules out an agentive under- 
standing of sex workers, and effectively excludes entertainers 
from the migrant workers movement. 

Conclusion 
In the late 1990s, both the Korean state and Korean 

NGOs were operating in a difficult environment. The 
country was struggling through the Asian economic crisis, a 
situation that further diminished already scarce resources 
for migrants regarded as second-class beings in the nation. 
More importantly, the two dominant frameworks for under- 
standing migrant women involved in sex work-either as 
trafficked victims who need to be rescued or as foreign pros- 
titutes whose health must be adequately managed by the 
state-have both prevented a rights-based analysis of these 
women's situation and have thwarted the development of 
effective interventions to support them. 

A paradigm shift in the way these migrant women's sit- 
uation is understood is essential to stop the violations of 
their human rights. Besides recognizing migrants' rights as 
human rights, it is crucial to depart from a conception of 
these women as either "victims" or "prostitutes." The 
ability of NGOs and the state to respect an individual's 
choices and resourcefulness to engage in sex work will 
allow for the development of "interventions to prevent 
work-related health risks with a rights-based, participatory 
approach with a goal to promote the health of sex workers 
and not just a way to slow down the dissemination of 
HIV. "26 

For NGOs in particular, recognition of these women as 
migrant workers-and not as victims-could help to create 
an enabling environment that would allow them to be more 
involved in shaping their own lives. The incorporation of 
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risk education, sexual assertiveness, and peer support into 
NGO interventions for these women could help to drasti- 
cally reduce their potential exploitation and abuse. 

The current absence of HIV/AIDS interventions for mi- 
grant sex workers is not merely a health issue but reflects 
larger human rights violations of the disenfranchised in 
Korea. The lack of human rights protection for these women 
points to the need for a comprehensive rights-based ap- 
proach to sex work, migrant workers, and HIV/AIDS by 
both NGOs and the Korean state. 
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